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Szn of the Witch

This spooky season, we celebrate the witch, icon of feminine power, 

supernatural magic, ceremonial conjuring, and sisterhood. The 

witch transgresses boundaries, challenging our assumptions of beauty, 

spirituality, and natural law. Hero and villain, she lives at the intersection 

of identity and on the outskirts of ideology, casting spells alone or with her 

coven, writing the wrongs perpetuated by patriarchal forces, and restoring 

balance to the world around her. Often persecuted but unceasingly 

triumphant, the witch is an enduring figure of allegiance to her own 

inner voice. Whether you cast spells, commune with the dead, or just love 

wearing black and cackling at the moon, we hope these pages evoke your 

most supreme self.  

Go forth and do weird things,

Lia Ottaviano

Lesbians are Miracles
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Spellbound
by Sandra Lopez

Carried outside by the humming moon, muttering 

fuel, floating dew

or the strife

    folded around me.

Trembling on the hill, sweating off desire

The night sky leaks over the apice

Her temples bearing stolen fire

 

I hear the hissing, molting 

                              lusting 

                              daunting through the salvia

Set      to spit 

                her venom

                       in my mouth

The laughing flames and teased up hair 

Clinging to the satin of my dress 

I feel the heat

I hold my breath 

Ouroboros found her tail
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After Our Last Night Together 

 

the spider you failed to kill

crept onto my inner thigh.

 

It was hungry,

had been trying to escape for days.

 

I saw its red eyes glow,

its body dart away.

 

Or maybe I saw dirt 

left from when I pinched the flesh

 

you once caressed.

 

And the red, not arachnid eyes,

but specks of my own fresh blood.

 

It was a long time ago,

so I couldn’t tell you 

 

whose spider it was to kill

if it was a spider 

 

or why it is still 

so hungry.

by Elizabeth Catanese
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Pitch Bone Whistle

Our women taught us the cure for a quivering heart:

Flush the wound and force a seizure. 

Go find the deer and burn their shed horns

to bone black. Smudge your eyelids until you

feel your eyes press back. Make a nest of

moss and the resin that gushes from your tree

in tired rivulets. If a fox barks at you, then

follow him. Gather the leaves and stems he touches

with his tail. Press them to paper

between the pages of your lover’s book.

When loving them has become too much, and

it feels like your soul is split, an owl

will leave mouse bones outside your bedroom door.

Gather the bird and their feathers that stick

from gummy blood on the quick. Litter the

baseboard with them. Spit on your knuckle and

knead the empty socket of an animal skull. 

Eat the corner of your tarot card,

then blow through a bone and listen to it sing.

by Valerie, darling
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If You Can't Summon Your Own Metaphysical Clarity, 

Store Bought Is Fine 

The Cord-Cutting Complete Ritual Pack ($69.99), to sever bonds that no longer serve you, is a 

delicate practice in intention and finality. Romantic, platonic, or symbolic, expelling energies that 

cloud your self-actualization is both healing and cleansing. Take care with the instruments of this 

practice as you set your visions on an unburdened future. 

Tuesday, 1am, at the Chevron Extra Mile. 

Dried Sage, bundle: corded in hand-dyed hemp twine and woven with lavender and California 

wildflowers, burn the ends and cleanse the ritual space before beginning.

California Scents Spillproof Canned Air Freshener: Desert Jasmine™️. Lasts up to 60 days. Avoid 

contact with the eyes and skin. Keep scent pads from touching fabric, plastic, or painted surfaces. 

Amethyst Healing Crystal: 4-6 ounces in weight, size may vary. Use the amethyst crystal to 

promote calm, vision, and clarity as you set the intention for your practice. 

Two Adjustable Blind Spot Mirrors: Let’s you see when it’s safe to change lanes. Convex for wide 

angle viewing. Objects in mirror are closer than they appear.  

Two Hand-Rolled Beeswax candles, tall: as you position your candles, visualize one as yourself 

and the other as the person or entity with which you are cutting ties. Imbue your candle with the 

light within you, and thank the other for its place in your story, but be firm in your intention to 

start anew. 

Two Marlboro Red Class A filter cigarettes: Surgeon General’s Warning— Quitting Smoking Now 

Greatly Reduces Serious Risks To Your Health. Breathe it in one last time. It smells like her. 

100% Cotton Cord: Tie the simple white cotton cord to the center of your candles, leaving room at 

the top for your wick to burn as you breathe. Breathe in your new life, breathe out the toxicity of 

your past. Watch it burn away and it’s gone.

Home & Travel Sewing Kit: 6 spools thread (assorted colors). Warning: needles are sharp. Breathe 

in your new life, breathe out the toxicity of your past. Watch it burn away and it’s gone.

by Flint
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I had my most intense experience with brujeria in Fall 

2016 when I was in a desperate pinch for two thousand 

dollars, the tuition I needed to fund my semester abroad. 

My summer job wasn’t cutting it, and the money for my 

trip seemed more elusive every day. My promised adven-

ture in the United Kingdom…I couldn’t let it go. Money 

never came easy, but there were magical alternatives for 

those who thought outside the box. Self-love spells, protec-

tion spells, cleansing spells, and two hexes—all explicitly 

outlined in my lock-and-key grimoire. Friends looked to me 

for money spells to pay off their card debt. Via the Tumblr 

witch era, I considered myself quite seasoned. It was a fad 

then, just like it is again on TikTok. Supermercados near 

me had aisles of herbs for cheap—ideal for a nineteen-

year-old college student. Good luck spells to bless me with 

positivity? A pouch of lemon balm and rosemary is two for 

four at the bodega. I could do a dozen good luck spells per 

week. 

As a first-generation American, Dominican culture became 

lost to me, blurred between borders of countries only my 

parents have lived to cross. Still, I felt an innate desire to be 

closer to my roots. Dominican vudu practices included the 

21 Divisions, which is exclusively practiced through lineage. 

You either know it through your parents, or you don’t. 
Don’t go out and try it. I was incredibly envious of the sen-

timentality of family religion passed down through gener-

ations. At the same time, I grasped at straws through blogs 

of white witches as I tried to make my own concoction of 

brujeria. My mind fabricated stories of a misunderstood, 

spiritual great-great-great-grandmother who had to stop 

practicing magic because a righteous Christian sister-in-law 

threatened her. I could’ve made up whatever story I wanted 

to console myself, but the bottom line was that Vudu wasn’t 
passed down to me—and neither was much of anything 

else. 

A part of the first-gen American experience is a sense of 

not belonging anywhere. You are neither “here“ nor “there,“ 

but at the same time, you are everywhere. The experience 

resonates with immigrants, too, but my particular feeling 

of being an outsider was one my family didn’t relate to. 

My parents and cousins all loved America. What are you 

talking about, girl? 

If I made it to the United Kingdom, maybe this inner dread 

would go away, or maybe I was doomed to be a weary trav-

eler everywhere I went—but I had to get to England first 

and find out for myself. I had to feel what it was like to be 

from another land. Yes, I had to get two thousand dollars. 

Somehow. 

“MONEY SPELLS - SUMMER 2016 - UNDER THE FULL 

MOON ON AUGUST 18TH!!“ Just enter your credit card infor-

mation, and this totally credible practitioner will cast the spell 

for you.

I already knew I’d incorporate candles, color, oil, and herb 

magic—my favorite combination. I’d use a green candle for 

prosperity and money and make my own money oil with herbs 

like basil, lemongrass, and mint, all mashed together with extra 

virgin olive oil. I coated and blessed my green candle with 

the oil, along with three quarters, face up. Groups of three in 

numerology are associated with quick money, and the deadline 

to pay my two thousand dollar tuition was at the end of the 

month. 

I grew into the habit of editing and forming the spells I’d find 

on the internet. These spells, most likely false, at least made 

people feel powerful and in control. “So Mote It Be“ at the end 

of chants sounded silly, so I’d say something else. Ya tu sabes! 

(Kidding.)

The thing about winging it, though, is you might not be pre-

pared for everything.

That night, I cast the spell at midnight. I let the candle burn, 

and I laid down to rest my eyes. My childhood room was lit 

up by one solitary candle under the Aquarius full moon and a 

partial eclipse. Suddenly, my brother kicked open my bedroom 

door and swatted my curtains, which were engulfed in flames. 

I jolted awake, half asleep but conscious enough to register 

what was happening. The candle holder I used had been too 

wide. My curtains were in flames. The same candlelight that 

manifested my spells—my desire to get away, to run away, to 

belong—set my own house on fire, right next to the place I laid 

my head at night. My wish to no longer feel like an outsider 

backfired, poetically, harming the only people who loved me 

because I deemed them not enough. 

It was over just as quickly as it started. I sat on the edge of my 

bed. I could tip over, maybe. The smell of smoke. The sound of 

the fire alarm by my closet. I could still hear it ringing deep 

in my eardrums after it was silenced. My fingertips were still 

smudged with olive oil as I rubbed my eyes. I sneezed out basil. 

My brother didn’t say anything. He just put his finger to his 

lips in case dad asked. 

I didn’t do any more digging through witchcraft ever again. My 

mother knew about my brujeria dabbling, and she wagged her 

finger after the fire with a “Te lo dije.“ 

Two weeks later, a refund check hit my college student ac-

count. My spontaneous, one-month replacement RA position 

simultaneously gave me free housing during the duration of the 

job. Two and a half grand refund. N 

The Fire Came From Inside the House
by Lorna Reaux
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There’s nothing more bone-chilling, more horrifying, 

more get-me-out-of-here than realizing something you 

had with someone was not real. The sudden descent of 

questions like—

*Have I always been vulnerable to delusion? 

*Should I be expecting more delusions?

*What else have I been making up? 

*Like, have I romanticized everything, or is this just an 

aberration?

*More importantly, is there any inkling of truth to the 

delusion?

—can be overwhelming.

For this variety of existential q’s, q’s of the heart, q’s that 

have plagued the human race for millennia, you can only 

seek answers from a non-human. Or rather, a Special Hu-

man that is a vessel for non-human-to-human counseling. 

That Special Human is often a bruja. 

A bruja is a gifted vessel, versed in the Afro-Caribbean 

hybrid of Yoruba and Catholic practices, Santeria. People 

go to her for answers when reality feels unreal—but if you 

don’t like what she has to say, don’t take it out on her. She’s 
just the messenger.

My mom always had a rotation of different brujas since it 

was common for them to go back to Cuba for months at 

a time, and she needed to know that one would always be 

available. I had a hard time warming up to any of the brujas 

in her rotation because they would sometimes tell her 

things about me and my future when I wasn’t in the room. 

My mom would return deeply upset over a betrayal of some 

sort perpetrated by either my sister or me. A betrayal that 

would take place anywhere from five minutes to 32 years 

from the reading, but the feelings were felt in real-time.

In retrospect, they were probably trying to break it to her 

that she had produced not one but two lady-loving girls and 

that when we’d tell her, it would feel like the ultimate per-

fidy. And it did, but she’s cool now. (A few years ago, she 

bought my then-girlfriend and me matching pride t-shirts 

from J Crew type of cool.)

Either way, much like church, we wouldn’t visit the brujas 

when we were thriving, only when something had gone ter-

ribly awry or had been terribly awry for some time. When 

my mom got her readings, I’d typically wait in the car or 

around the outside part of whatever storefront, kicking 

rocks and fantasizing about my teachers and bright future 

as a dolphin trainer at the Miami Seaquarium. However, 

this essay is about the time she was in such a state, she forgot 

to leave me in the car and brought me in with her.

—

It’s 2009. We are at a pharmacy off of Bird Road (40th St); it’s 
the part of Miami where the road signs switch from English to 

English and Spanish to just Spanish. The pharmacy in question 

sells everything from cigars and vitamins to “Louis Vuittons 

that fell off of a truck and Elsa’s cousin, Tito, found“ and, natu-

rally, potions.

After approaching the counter and asking for a Senor Domin-

go, we’re led to a room behind the register. The room is narrow, 

has two folding chairs and an old lady with skinny legs blasting 

static-ridden bachata on a tiny radio. Venetian blinds that 

look like they haven’t been touched since Hurricane Andrew 

ravaged Miami in 1992 give the room a pristinely ransacked 

feel. There’s a little vanity with a single rose in a vase and one 

of those standing fans with ribbons attached to the exterior so 

that, while you’re suffocating in the unforgiving humidity of 

Southern Florida, you could be reassured that your fan was at 

least trying to work. My mom’s handbag has too many key-

chains, old receipts, coins, sewing kits, shoplifted goods, and 

sour gummy worms in there than Michael Kors could have 

ever prepared for. As we settle in, it makes its usual clanking 

sigh that harmonizes with all of our sighs.

“Me mando Suleyka,“ she says. 

(Translation: Suleyka sent me.)

“Como te llamas?“ the old lady with skinny legs asks over the 

festive white noise. 

(Translation: What’s your name?)

She’s wearing a bata de casa, has chin hairs, and smiles at me 

forgivingly like she knows that I know that my mom is off her 

rocker. 

My mom gives her name, and the old lady with skinny legs 

reaches into the little vanity behind her. The fan ribbons are 

right next to me, but I feel nothing beyond the sensation of 

hot human breath. I am annoyed and restless but cautiously 

entertained by the camp of it all. With the swift and confident 

movements of someone who knows exactly what my mom 

needs, the old lady with skinny legs produces a square glass 

container. It is clear and has a white acetate cap, but the fluid 

is green like absinthe. On it is a pink sticker with a picture of 

a saint. 

Santeria Green Juice 
by Savannah Sobrevilla
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“En la noche vas a prender unas velas y tomarte una ducha. 

Cuando estes limpia, te lavas con esto por todo el cuerpo. En 

unos dias, el parara de pensar en ella y pensara solo en ti.“ 

(Translation: Tonight, you’re going to light some candles and 

take a shower. When you’re clean, you’re going to lather your 

whole body with this. In a few days, he will stop thinking 

about her and think only of you.)

My mom agrees, thanks her profusely but discretely (which, 

at that point, feels like a jab at my perceptiveness), and tells 

me to pick something from the store. I choose a Sonic video 

game. She buys some votive candles to use for her show-

er—the kind that Tumblr and Orange Is The New Black 

popularized in a hipster way—and later that night, a confused 

miasma of black licorice spreads throughout the house. 

My sister and I are too busy fighting over who will get to play 

Sonic next to give it much thought, but to this day, the smell 

of black licorice fills me with the muted feeling that some-

thing isn’t right. 

—

The reason I never gelled with the brujas runs deeper than 

them gossiping with the spirits and my mom about my sap-

phic future. Visiting the brujas was a reliable index of when 

her romantic shortcomings had hit their limit. A desperation 

so intense, only a Cuban witch off of 40th St could remedy 

it. The problem was, these remedies never lasted, or actually, 

they never worked in the exact way my mom hoped they 

would. 

For example, my stepdad might have stopped thinking about 

the woman he was seeing at the time and perhaps only 

thought about my mom after she lathered herself in that 

potion, but just because you’re always on someone’s mind 

doesn’t mean they love you. 

In other words: it’s cosmic semantics. You say, “I hope he stays 

in love with me forever,“ the spirits say, “inescapable codepen-

dency.“ Like, tomato, tomahto vibes. 

As the spirits would have it, it’s 12 years later, and I fully 

understand my mom’s frantic search for answers to those 

existential q’s.

It’s the kind of emptiness nothing material could fill. Not food, 

not work, not looking hot, not sex, or drugs or even the people 

you think you love but instead gobble up like a drunken girl 

chasing a can of Pringles thinking, “This will fix everything.“ 

It never does. None of it is satisfying. It’s an emptiness so 

existential, you consult a religion and culture that you, respec-

tively, don’t believe in and don’t pertain to, in the complete 

hungry hope that someone who simply wasn’t meant for you 

will step up and nourish you when, really, they’re just a can of 

Pringles. 

And no one can live off just Pringles. 

But it’d be nice if it was possible, no? Never having to evolve 

and face doctor’s appointments, colonoscopies, and IBS. Just 

Pringles, all the time. You take a green juice the next day, pre-

tend nothing happened, and act surprised when your tummy 

hurts.

It’d be nice to bottle the endlessness you feel in the first 

moments of passion, call it love, and keep it forever. But it’s 
ultimately not sustainable. And it’s not up to the brujas to fix 

anyone’s emotional digestive tract to accommodate a lifetime 

of infatuation. 

The green juice doesn’t fix the many actions that led to you 

feeling like crap. The bruja can give you a little something, but 

she can’t undo what it took to get you on a folding chair in a 

pseudo-pharmacy off of Bird Road, taking potions you don’t 
know much about.

Yet, I understand my mom as I’m prone to infatuations and 

always have been (reference: young me fantasizing about my 

teachers). I’ve had my heart broken by more near-strangers 

than people I’ve actually dated. There’s something about 

taking someone you barely know but was nice to you, barfing 

all of your hopes and desires on to them, and watching them 

fulfill exactly none of them, that just energizes a person with 

the misguided hope that the next near-stranger will fill that 

hole and seal it for good. I’d love to know what it is that keeps 

me from learning that lesson, but I just haven’t figured it out 

yet. It’s the kind of question one would take to a therapist first 

and a bruja second, but the former doesn’t have that answer, 

and the latter has bigger issues to deal with than my rev-

erie-fueled immaturity.

What I’m starting to realize, however, is that love is probably 

most definitely maintenance. 

In the beginning, sure, it’s like the can of Pringles you inhale 

at the end of a night spent dancing—thoughtless, hedonistic, 

delicious, manic almost. You’re like, “Oh my god. Why would I 

eat anything else when Pringles are so goddamn perfect right 

now.“ But as it progresses, you need more boring (nourish-

ing) foods—of the quinoakaleapplecidervinegar ilk—because 

otherwise, you’ll become anemic. For something to last, you 

have to let go of the high, assume that it will come back every 

so often but know that it won’t be there constantly, and be 

mostly okay with that truth. It’s swapping the Pringles for 

a superfood bowl and overnight oats but indulging in them 

every once in a while. It’s not using the brujas as a spiritual 

green juice that will magically spare you the consequences of 

your strange actions. 

It’s growing up.

And, well, there’s nothing spookier than that. N
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Some of the earliest examples of lesbianism onscreen can be located in horror cinema history, thanks to the genre’s 
proclivity for transgressive and fringe themes. Films such as Pandora’s Box (1929), Dracula’s Daughter (1936), Cat 

People (1942) and The Uninvited (1944) display varying levels of lesbian representation through a horror lens. While 

identities categorized as aberrant have historically been used to unnerve film spectators, the sexual deviancy expressed 

by the women in early queer horror has allowed for a reexamination and reclamation of these films as both subversive 

and influential. 

More recently, especially within the last decade, horror has actively begun to eschew subtext in favor of overt expres-

sions of female queerness. Below, I’ve compiled a list of films (and characters) that still remain somewhat overlooked 

or underexamined as vital components to the queer horror canon, films that I would love to see receive more consider-

ation and inclusion. Listed chronologically, these films reveal the vast range and scope of queer women both onscreen 

and within the context of New Horror. 

1. Helen in Symptoms (1974) directed by José Ramón 
Larraz

Harps pluck and a forest sways. Women kiss and a rain be-

gins. Knives slit and a river heaves,“ begins Bleeding Skulls’ 
Joseph Ziemba in his review of the 70’s erotic horror, Symp-

toms. Originally titled Blood Virgin, euro-sleaze director 

Larraz released Symptoms the same year as his lez vamp cult 

classic, Vampyres.

As two women become isolated in an old forest engulfed 

manor, one can practically smell the thick decay of leaves by 

the bank of the lake. Helen’s house is a creaking, dreadfully mournful house full of ornate porcelain, bowls of goose 

blood, an exquisitely cluttered parlor room flickering with candlelight, and a sapphic specter cackling in the attic.

She spends her days foraging strange herbs in the woods to bewitch the beloved pixie-haired Anne (Lorna Heilbron). 

She adorns Anne’s fingers with soft tufts of them, buries them deep into the carefully crafted meals she cooks for her 

and burns them as incense throughout the manor’s dark rooms. There are mustard colored turtlenecks and billow-

ing autumnal caftans, a love letter to lesbians and our love for the seasonally transitional ritual of layering. There’s a 

deliciously uncomfortable scene with the double denim-clad Helen (played by Angela Pleasance, daughter of HALLOW-

EEN’S Donald Pleasance) sneaking a peek of Anne changing through a doorway as she prepares a bath.

The constant dripping of rain against a house only women live in is an ambient swoon of repressed psychosis and 

haunting of past lesbian desires.

2. Betts in Shivers (1975) directed by David 
Cronenberg

I first saw Shivers years ago as part of a student 

screening series when I was in undergrad. The iconic 

Barbara Steele plays Betts, a single and self-possessed 

lesbian living alone in one of the Starline Towers’ 
many apartment units. Her fascination with the 

unhappily married Janine (Susan Petrie) leads to a 

dinner date later one evening. As Betts pampers her-

self before the date, Cronenberg gifts us his infamous 

bathtub scene. John Waters, in a 1997 interview for 

Grand Street, describes the film’s venereal parasite as 

a “phallic piece of gristle“ as it slithers through the 
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freshly drawn bath water towards Betts and then offscreen, where its violation of her is implied through disturbingly 

close focused shots of her face and thrashing body.

When the two women meet again, Bette has been infected with the parasite. As they kiss, she passes it on to Janine 

as it pulsates and protrudes inside their throats (via the film’s only instance of romantic display of affection). Waters 

describes the moment as being like a lesbian deep throat, as a woman’s throat “gets a hard-on.“ David Sanjek writes 

that “The lethal kiss between Betts and Janine is doubly horrific, both as a descent of the human into the monstrous 

and the heterosexual into the homosexual.“ Yet, it’s the parasite that leads to the destruction of Janine’s husband and 

the freedom for her to be with Betts. The final shots of the film depict both women driving off together as the horde of 

“hornballs“ slither away in an infected convoy towards downtown Montreal.

Earlier in his interview, Waters describes the film as detailing a paranoia “about diseases,“ that the film is “very trou-

bling, in a way, that a horror film that certainly was not taking itself seriously could prefigure things like AIDS. They’re 

horny, they’re deadly, they’re on the loose. It’s Night of the Living Hornballs. Seeing it now is very, very strange be-

cause the disease is so much like AIDS. You know, when SHIVERS came out, in the hippie years, people were worried 

about crabs, scabies, VD—those were the worst things that could happen, and that’s what you thought then. But now we 

see it in such a different light.“

3. Old Lady Hackmore in Ernest Scared Stupid 
(1992) directed by John R. Cherry III

Partly an excuse to appreciate Eartha Kitt as the super-

stitious queered oracle but also wanting to give space and 

relevancy to the trope of the female hermit, the queer 

outcast and the outlier witch. Say what you will about this 

franchise (does Ernest read as a problematic queer to oth-

ers, too?) this film features utter perfection from Kitt. Old 

Lady Hackmore is an agoraphobic packrat, a steampunk 

spinster witch, a queer Black elder living a solitary life on 

a gothic mansion on the outskirts of town (sidenote: she’s 
also a Gemini).

Her house is probably one of the most whimsical and gothic set pieces of children’s films at the time. Old Lady Hack-

more is an artisanal welder who makes ornate metal works out of scrap junk, repurposing the town’s old junk into 

meaningful ritualistic artifacts of queer artistry. Art as witchcraft. It feels possible that she bewitched a whole genera-

tion of lesbian pack rats and instilled the queer sensibilities of campy excess. I’d be lying if I said I didn’t aspire to be 

the Old Lady Hackmore of my neighborhood.

There’s this return to the site of racial monstrosity, as retribution not only as a way of exorcising collective and societal 

traumas but the personal. Her family worked and were used for labor on that land. It’s the way she reclaims it, filling it 

to the brim with her things made from scratch for her own pleasure, artifacts that become magical maximalism-pow-

ered talismans against any further harm. They spill out over into the weeds, onto the cursed and hallowed ground that 

hold such a racially charged history (perhaps the film’s troll is a manifestation of this?). Where trespassing on her land 

leads to nothing good and (white) characters are punished for it. She also queers and reclaims the wardrobe of the An-

tebellum era. As Jenny Sunden writes in her article “Steampunk Practices: Time, Tactility, & a Racial Politics of Touch,“ 

“To move close to the materials and costumes of steampunk is, simultaneously, to move close to and play with questions 

of race, racism, and colonization.“

4. Dau in P (2005) directed by Paul Spurrier

The relationship between Dau (Suangporn Jaturaphut) and Pookie (Opal) in this Thai horror film is refreshing 

in its refusal to sexualize them as they navigate working as go-go dancers in Bangkok, especially compared to the 
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performative lesbianism of their hetero coworkers. Pookie cares 

for Dau as she adjusts to her new life, guiding her through the 

world of sex work. Dau reclaims her body and its consumption 

by white foreigners by calling upon the power of her ancestors 

via witchcraft and the possession of the phi pop (a cannibalistic 

Thai spirit). Through the lens of Thai folklore, the film readapts 

what Carol Clover describes as “urbanoid“ horror—the “savagery“ 

of the rural enacting revenge on the “civilized“ urban sphere. 

Linked to the rural, Dau luring the phi pop to the city enables a 

new form of monstrosity via queering. It’s highly symbolic that 

Dau breaks her grandmother’s first rule during a moment of 

sexual intimacy with Pookie in their apartment, furthering the 

transformative effect the new queer, urban setting has on the 

traditional lore contained in her old pastoral life. 

(Highly recommend pairing this film with Katarzyna Ancuta’s 
essay “Beyond the Vampire: Revamping Thai Monster for the 

Urban Age“)

5. Sara in Wrong Turn 4: Bloody Beginnings (2011) 
directed by Declan O’Brien

The film/franchise is situated within the Hillbilly (“Killbilly“) 

subgenre of slashers exploring the dynamic between urban and 

rural landscapes (more on “urbanoia“ films can be found in Carol 

Clover’s seminal book Men, Women and Chain Saws), issues of 

class and poverty, as well as able bodies vs. the monstered Othering 

of disabled bodies. It also exists within the realm of backwoods 

cannibalism horror, where human bodies become meat and 

interchangeable with the landscape’s animals, something that holds 

a more complicated and highly charged significance for a Black, 

queer woman like protagonist Sara (Tenika Davis). Not to mention 

the metaphorical aspects of cannibalism, where Sara’s body is 

sexualized from the offset. Her queerness is put on display, not just 

for the spectator but continuously for a male protagonist. 

In her essay, “Toward a Black Femme-inist Criticism,“ Sydney 

Fonteyn Lewis writes, “For black femmes the erasure of femininity 

and/or the usurping of it for sexual objectification are ever-present 

threats. When femininity is attributed to black femmes, it is an 

instrument for white sexual pleasure.“ We see that through the role 

of the film’s peeping Tom.

I will note that because of this, both Sara and her girlfriend, Bridget, (Kaitlyn Leeb, another woman of color) are shown 

as receiving and experiencing more instances of pleasure than any other characters in the film. Similarly, Lewis notes 

that the erasure of the Black femme “provides an unintentional space for rescripting black femininity,“ and it is through 

their lust for the other’s femininity that these two characters find much queer pleasure.

Notably, Sara comes close to achieving Final Girl status; her ability to survive in a movie where SPOILER: none of the 

characters survive is notable. She remains the final death alongside white protagonist Kenia (Jennifer Pudavick). Their 

deaths are synced in a choreographed dance macabre type of cruel excess while their bodies are trapped like animals 

and severed. For Sara’s character, though, the beheading is a clear punishment for the particular gay sex (cunnilingus) 

she sought pleasure in during the film’s intro.
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6. Sarah Logan in The Taking of Deborah 
Logan (2014) Adam Robitel

This found-footage film from openly gay 

director Adam Robitel is legitimately one of 

the reasons I started Lezzie Borden. Through 

protagonist Sarah (Anne Ramsay, The L-Word, 

A League of Their Own), the film presents a 

rare portrayal of a complicated queer woman 

onscreen, not just within horror but within 

the canon of queer characters in cinema more 

generally. In fact, I recently wrote an essay 

on the importance of The Taking of Deborah 

Logan within lesbian film history for Certified Forgotten. I’ll include an excerpt:

“The outing of a character in found footage horror reinforces its ‘truth-telling,’ framing queerness as both spectacle and 

worthy of preservation. This situates the spectator as a problematic witness to moments not necessarily intended for a 

larger audience. 

If we consider our introduction to Sarah, we see how queerness is laid bare under the found footage lens. In a moment 

of vulnerability, Sarah asks director Mia (Michelle Ang) if she wants her to present in a ‘certain way.’ Despite being 

reassured to act ‘normal,’ queer muscle memory insists Sarah perform a routine of ‘acceptable selves.’ It is particularly 

indicative of the pressures to assimilate and the instincts of survival forged through dissimilation—an instinct vital for 

survival in Exuma, Virginia.“

7. Pearl in Trash Fire (2016) directed by Richard 
Bates Jr. 

AnnaLynne McCord’s Pearl is a sexually repressed, closeted 

loner barred from the outside world by her Grandma Violet, an 

abusive religious zealot. After becoming disfigured in a house 

fire, Pearl becomes a literal monstrous femme exiled to the bell 

tower of their Gothic hell-house. She pervs on her brother’s 
girlfriend, Isabelle (Angela Trimbur) from a peep-hole in the 

guestroom, out-queering even Norman Bates. She creeps at 

night in her billowing nightgown like a ghost in her own home, 

leaving Isabelle gifts on her bedside table while she sleeps; 

tenderly courting her. Virginia Woolf wrote, “We live without a 

future. That’s what’s queer.“ 

In the face of familial trauma and violence, Pearl complicates 

Virginia Woolf’s statement, queering the nuclear family in the 

darkest, most twisted way possible, and I’m so here for it. I highly recommend pairing Trash Fire with Bates’ 2012 film 

Excision for a queerly perverse double bill.

8. Francisca in The Eyes of My Mother (2016) directed by Nicolas Pesce

Despite Nicolas Pesce’s The Eyes of My Mother being denied an LGBTQ categorization on Netflix, let’s make no mistake, 

protagonist Francisca is queer. She’s queer in many ways but also very specifically in her deep desire to seek intimacy 

in women. Her queerness, her loneliness, and her isolation from years spent living alone and isolated in the woods leads 

her to venture outside the comfort of her family’s farm to Donna’s, a tiny country bar, to pick up a woman, Kimiko. It’s 
a significant turning point in the film. It’s the only time Francisca is shown leaving her claustrophobic rural confines. 
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It’s the only time Francisca is shown seeking 

companionship so intentionally, elsewhere. 

Driving for miles, down dark, empty country 

roads, overcoming crippling anxiety just to seek 

companionship through queer intimacy, is no 

doubt a feeling many small-town queers can re-

late to, especially those hailing from small towns. 

But Francisca is also sadistic, a depraved and 

traumatized human enacting violence to cope 

with the threat and effect of loneliness and paren-

tal abandonment. All under the guise of a Hope 

Sandoval-esque soft, floral femme shell. Her en-

counter with Kimiko lasts only a few minutes but there’s one instance that stands out. A moment so unpredictably subtle, 

it mirrors our protagonist’s own obscene whims (was it intended by Pesce or a kismet moment of photogenie?). A plump, 

buzzing fly sinks into the camouflage of Kimiko’s hair at the exact moment she becomes aware of just how unsafe she 

is in Francisca’s company. The creeping presence of the insect—one assumes its body is plump from feasting the death 

permeating the house—reflects Francisca’s own fumbling, greedy monstrosity. Her desire for Kimiko becomes consum-

ing in every way.  

There’s a second instance of Francisca’s queering but to go into much detail would spoil the film. To be a bit vague, the 

third and final act of the film, titled “Family,“ plays out in tandem with the end of Trash Fire. It further evokes what Lee 

Edelman discusses in his book No Future: Queer Theory & the Death Drive: “What is queerest about us, queerest within 

us, and queerest despite us is this willingness to insist intransitively  -to insist that the future stop here.“ In horror, the 

desire to form a queer family unit rarely ends in utopia. 

9. Thelma in Thelma  (2017) directed by Joachim 
Trier

Despite moving to the city, Thelma’s (Eili Harboe) con-

nection to the natural world is a live wire reaching for 

her; it acts like connective tissue as her own body starts 

to awaken something unfamiliar and carnal, the inherent 

nature of queerness as wild and untamed. 

A crow smashes into a library window when she meets 

Anja (Kaya Wilkins). She dreams a thick snake coils 

around her neck and down her throat as erotic fantasies 

of Anja escalate. Even the viewer becomes like a bird 

when we first meet Thelma as a young adult; we hov-

er mid-air and peer down on her as she walks across 

campus. Her destructive communication with the natu-

ral world, its phenomena and creatures, stirs something 

within her own buried nature, for Anja.

Thelma is in constant interaction with and a perpetual conjuring of what could be compared to philosopher Edmund 

Burke’s theories of the sublime. Burke writes, “Whatever is in any sort terrible or is conversant about terrible objects or 

operates in a manner analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime,“ in Thelma, queerness becomes a visceral experi-

ence of such sublimity. Thelma’s budding telezpathic (see what I did there?) abilities venture into a terrifying cinematic 

expanse of becoming, into a cinematic language that can be viscerally felt by the viewer.

There is a stillness to Trier’s film, that the most ruckus and violent movements always come from Thelma and her 

body; the effects of her lesbian desire slice the calm the viewers are settling into. It disrupts and rallies our response
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through our spectatorship—her lesbian desire migrates through us. Just as the cinematography positions the viewer as 

a bird (an action that is notably repeated at end of the film, as we witness Thelma’s queer utopic finale), the film allows 

for a symbiotic tether from the live, breathing audience to the film’s elemental core.

10.  Mary in The Queen of Hollywood 
Blvd (2018) directed by Orson 
Oblowitz

The Queen of Hollywood Blvd is a grind-

house-nostalgic character study, a day of 

devastating unravelling and femme revenge 

in the life of Mary, played by Rosemary 

Hochschild (playing “woman in jail“ in 1983’s 
Born in Flames.) Hochschild’s son, Orson 

Oblowitz, wrote and directed the film with 

his mother in mind, situating Mary in “a 

nightmare in the city of dreams.“ “We were 

also approaching the city as a monster,“ 

and Oblowitz’s monster is startlingly poetic 

in its roar of gritty laments. The film also 

reads like a visual manifesto for women of 

a certain age in Hollywood, women like Hochschild. Oblowitz asks, “Why are women always apologizing for themselves 

in film? We need more of those unapologetic characters like Mary.“

So needless to say, I’ve been living for Mary. Mary, Queen of “you find there are things that must be forgotten if you 

want to go on living,“ a woman whose aging body is coiled in metallic serpent-like armor. In a hazy world where wom-

en celebrate Mary’s sixtieth year alive dressed in erotic nun habits, smoking each other up under the blue dusty lights 

of her beloved strip club. Mary struts her limp with a cane because you know her body has seen things, been all of the 

places and gone through it. She hides a switchblade in her platform boot and declares, “There are just some lines I’ve 

never wanted to cross,“ until now, this day, this neon nightmare of an unravelling life. She applies mascara and lipstick 

while reciting cryptic affirmations into a mirror, while concocting a mantra for murder. Her mouth is like a deep can-

yon drawn up like a mountain ridge, an explosive volcano, a sinkhole. Her age weaves, wears, and tears into her skin 

like fault lines ready to snap.

Mary is an elderbloom hard femme. A late-in-life queer Queenie. The film is all for Mary and her girls. There are the 

men she harms and survives and there are all the women she loves so roughly, uncomfortably and complicated. Be-

cause of the cyclical nature of trauma, she mistreats her girlfriend, Josie (Ella Thomas), because she “always hurts“ the 

ones she loves.

And in a very real way, I feel like the howl of PJ Harvey’s “50 Ft. Queenie“ has played like a premonition of Mary for 25 

years. N
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At a Girls Leadership Camp in Mount Holyoke, 

Massachusetts, I met my first witch. One day we walked 

together along the sunlit forest path under the natural protection 

of the mystical Lowe Lake.  She had curly blonde hair, freckles, 

and deep blue eyes I often stared at for too long. I didn’t 
know why.  

Her name was Rowan.

  

“I’m a witch,“ she declared, as if this explained my supernatural 

attraction. “Just so you know.“ 

 

I wanted to know more. What strange magic did she possess that 

boys lacked? Could it be real if I had  never seen or felt something 

like this before? These new questions boiled and bubbled on my 

tongue,  while a thing called desire sat like a spell waiting for 

someone else’s mouth to cast it, permission, proof.  

“A witch?“ I marveled. “You mean like in Harry Potter? Or Matilda?“  

“No,“ She scoffed. “I mean real witchcraft.“  

“If magic is real,“ I said, “and you’re a witch, prove it.“  

Show me you exist, I really meant to say, so I can exist, too.  

She picked up a grey rock near the lake and threw it, then 

watched the little pebble skip over water. I waited for the rock to 

re-emerge from the depths of the water like Jesus coming back to 

life on the cross. I waited for it to turn into a raven and fly away. 

A few minutes passed. Nothing happened.  

“See that?“ she asked. “That’s magic. It’s not about proof, it’s about 

setting the right intention. If you say words with  enough strength, 

and send them out into the universe, they can cause an invisible 

ripple effect.“

“That’s a rock,“ I said, even though I wanted to agree.  “It doesn’t 
become something else just because we say it does.“  

“Whatever.“ She rolled her eyes fondly. “You’ll see. Come on, we 

should probably head back.“ 

If I close my eyes, I can still summon the quick, electric shock 

that passed between our fingers as they brushed against each 

other while she shuffled my tarot cards that evening. Shrouded 

by damp, dorm room darkness, she told my fortune pulp  fiction 

style—with a flashlight tucked under the chin, words stumbling 

across the lips. For three weeks,  we called the all-female campus 

our coven, where the horrors of the outside world failed to 

reach our Artemisian territory. There were no boys, no modern 

technology, no parents. Yet there were witches.  

“Everyone is basically a lesbian here,“ she joked once in private. “I 

told my friend and she felt  bad for me because I wouldn’t get to 

have a summer romance. Who else would go to an all-girls camp?“  

“I’m straight,“ I said, but she saw through my illusion. “I’m here.“  

“You read a lot of gay literature for a straight girl,“ she observed. I 

thought she meant I should not have read gay books because I was a 

straight girl. I never considered that maybe I wasn’t one. 

I had no defense prepared.  

I borrowed her copy of Sappho’s Fragments, translated by Anne 

Carson, and cried in the middle of   the night over two women 

the way I never had over literature’s most beloved heterosexual 

couples.   Not Darcy and Elizabeth. Sappho, of Lesbos, and the 

quiet, yearning love historians always erased.  

“Sweet mother,“ the poet wrote. “I cannot weave, Aphrodite has 

overcome me with longing for a girl.“ 

 

Perhaps I related to it because I broke myself into fragments, 

too. Each time Aphrodite overcame  me with longing for a girl, 

another part of my heart, my consciousness, split apart. It was a 

necessary act to keep up the mirage. I still wonder why I did it. My 

parents always encouraged love in any form. If my mom talked 

about my brother and I’s future significant other in hypotheticals, 

she always used the term partner or said when you fall in love. 

Love remained open to infinite possibility.  Yet I still clung to the 

possibility that I might retain my small sameness in some way.

“Well, you don’t look like a witch.“ 

She snorted.  

“I don’t have to.“  

—

“I can see ghosts,“ the girl confessed. We sat together at the crooked 

wooden cafeteria tables. “Once I saw a man at synagogue take his 

seat, then disappear.  He was so real, I could almost reach out and 

touch him.“  

I considered this.  

The women in my mother’s family resembled traditional fairytale 

witches more than she did, and each carried their own power, 

passed down through generations since Savta Tova left Egypt. 

My cousin delivers messages from the other side to people who 

need them most. My aunt has an unshakably accurate intuition, 

my mom interprets dreams. I sense things before they happen. One 

time, my family went upstate New York for the holidays, and I said 

it would snow.  “It’s not going to snow,“ my mom said, as our car 

pulled up to the mountain house.  “The forecast says it’s going to be 

too warm.“  

Sure enough, the next morning, a white blanket covered the lawn. I 

was not surprised.  “Told you,“ I said. 

“My daughter’s a witch,“ my mom declared cheerfully. “That’s 
impossible.“  

Every Friday night, we congregate around the Shabbat candles

 to bless the tender flames; however, our hands do the real work 

as they hover in circular motion above the golden candelabra. 

Ripple Effect by Lara Boyle
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Two candles for every married woman, whose heads are veiled with 

white cloth, plus another for the children she has, along with those 

she may have lost. Next we say the familiar Hebrew incantation:  

Barukh ata Adonai Eloheinu, Melekh ha’olam, asher kid’shanu 

b’mitzvotav v’tzivanu l’hadlik ner shel  Shabbat. Blessed are You, 

LORD our God, King of the universe, Who has sanctified us 

with His commandments and commanded us to light the Shabbat 

candle[s].“ We are supposed to practice the Havdalah ritual to close 

the magic, though only when three stars appear in formation on 

Saturday evening. The word Havdalah means “separation.“ In a 

simple ceremony, with multiple blessings over lights, wine or grape 

juice, and spices—typically cloves, cinnamon or cardamom—kept 

safe in a  specially decorated BeSamim box. We celebrate the end of 

one week, and the fresh start of another.  

“I have powers,“ Savta Tova would warn, each time she came to 

visit us in the states from the Middle East, shaking her finger at 

my brother and I until the gargantuan turquoise ring on it jangled. 

“Don’t test me.“  

The only powers I could see were her disappointed “Uchhhhs,“ 

her ability to switch from English  to her mother tongue 

whenever she didn’t want us to hear her talk about us, and her 

cooking.  

My brother believed her out of courtesy.  

I remained a skeptic.  

Still, I entertained Rowan’s fantasy. It made sense, more than 

anything, that her affinity for the occult world attracted me towards 

her. Everyone could be curious, I convinced myself, no matter their  

sexuality. The ability to experience the mysterious unknown felt like 

the closest thing to true sorcery.  

She showed me her “Grimoire.“ A black moleskine notebook turned 

into a mythical book of spells.  An ancient practice, grimoires were 

designed to hold the deepest secrets of every good witch. In  these 

coffee stained pages, she charted the sun, moon, and stars. We 

explored different crystals.  

She listed the names of the old gods. I watched her flip through their 

mythos. She  paused on Hecate, the Greek goddess of magic and 

spells. When Hades abducted Persephone to the  underworld, Hecate 

went after her, torch in hand, to search for the return of spring. 

Pillars named “Hecate“  were placed at crossroads and doorways to 

keep away evil spirits, Rowan explained; it’s why we do the  same 

with salt. She’d long since abandoned the popular Christian God 

because he abandoned her first.  

 

There seemed to be a god for everything. I wondered how 

many gods remained undiscovered.  I wished there was a God 

of Questions and Answers, some high power who could tell me 

what everything meant. I wanted to point at a crow on a high wire 

and find a sign in its black wings, how each individual black feather 

held special significance. One to say: you are seen, the other: you 

are heard.  But deities didn’t seem skilled in that department.  

Next she’d written down instructions for a spell jar. They said things 

like:  

Attract Love: Rose Quartz, Garnet, Beach Rose, Catnip, Licorice 

Root  

Health: Clear Quartz, Apple Blossoms, Aventurine, Coltsfoot, Ginger 

Protection: Black Obsidian, Amethyst Lavender, Rosemary, 

Frankincense, Hawaiian Black Salt.  

Good Luck: Chamomile, Dandelion, Honeysuckle, Mistletoe, 

Rosemary, Thyme  Bury the jar in the right corner of your 

bedroom. Replace every Beltane.

Smaller bottles can be carried in charms in times of need.  

Towards the end of the camp, we explored a cavern to practice 

bravery. I had a panic attack once I  imagined what strange 

creatures might be kept hidden under the same mountainous 

roof: bats, roaches, other unnamed monster. Rowan took my 

hand and led me with her deep,  steady breaths through the 

darkness. I fumbled to find the next surface, afraid I’d fall, 

then slip into  the shadowy depths below like Eurydice into the 

underworld. Things never went well for women in fables.  

“One foot over the other,“ she said.  Her voice became a subtle 

enchantment despite my constant fear.  “Look, see, we’re almost 

at the end.“  

I looked. Past her fingers shone the literal light at the end of the 

tunnel.  

But the only thing I could feel was the weight against my chest.  

“I can’t do it,“ I heaved. “It’s too far away. I’m not gonna make it.“  

“Yes, you can,“ she said, “We’re so close. You can’t give up now.“  

One of the counselors played Beyonce’s “Survivor“ on her phone 

speaker. The familiar feminist anthem reverberated and echoed 

off the black walls. The lyrics had their own ripple effect on us. A  

mantra we repeated until we believed it fully: “I’m a survivor. I’m 

not gon’ give up. I’m not gon’  stop, oh, I’m gon’ work harder. I’m 

the survivor. I’m gonna make it. I will survive. Keep on survivin.’“  

I believed in witchcraft a little more after that day. I left camp 

with a compendium of paranormal  knowledge. I learned to say 

no like a spell, then cackle if men were disappointed. I learned 

the places ghosts were most likely to haunt, why witches write 

everything down, and to find meaning in ordinary things,  

because even a broomstick could have a history steeped in 

folklore, which is just another word for magic.  

This October, I will buy my first deck of tarot cards, wear a pointy 

black hat, and shuffle them in the quiet of my room, with the door 

shut, after I have sprinkled salt around the corners to ensure that 

any unwanted guests do not enter. I will dye my buzzed haircut 

a bright, undeniable color, like pink, or blue, or orange,  and walk 

with confidence down the pumpkin-decorated streets. I will dress 

up as the girl I wanted to be so  many Halloweens ago. Flannel, 

cuffed jeans, Doc Martens, rainbow pins. There is no costume. 

When people ask who I am, I will tell them, simply: a witch. I’ll let 
my conjuring fizzle, sizzle, pop into existence. 

I will explain nothing. N
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narrative which is equal, open-minded and free from 
fetishized & stereotypical imagery. Follow her on 
Instagram @azzurro_velluto.

Betsy Falco (she/they) is a queer artist and craft 
goblin. Follow Betsy on Instagram @arose.garden, 
on Twitter @arosegardenart, and visit them at
 www.arosegarden.co.uk.

Flint (they/them) is a nonbinary lesbian English 
teacher who lives with their partner and four cats 
in Southern California. Follow them on TikTok and 
Instagram @sureblockholmes. 

Erin Flynn (they/she) is a photographer and 
filmmaker based in Brooklyn, specializing in 35mm. 
Images should tell a story so Erin always creates a 
narrative for their shotlist before every shoot. She 
doesn’t want to just make cool images, she wants 
to make the viewer feel something. Their art is 

http://www.anyabakul.com
http://www.arosegarden.co.uk
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influenced by so many sources but the camp of old, 
low-budget horror films definitely plays a major part 
in influencing their aesthetic. Artificiality is also a 
theme she explores. She makes a lot of props herself, 
which purposely look fake, in order to juxtapose 
hyper-real with low-fi. They love flipping a concept 
on its head to turn it into something new and 
empowering, which is why their goal is to always 
make my subject feel confident. Follow them on 
Instagram @erin_flame. All work that appears in this 
issue was shot on Kodak UltraMax 400 film stock. 
Credit to lighting assistants @allison.rmn and 
@joseph_patrick_kelly and model @h.eclectic__.

Michele Gagnon (she/her;they/them) is an illustrator, 
designer, writer, late-to-the-game lesbian, angry 
feminist, and tired-but-grateful mom who loves to 
hide out in the woods of Quebec Canada. Find her 
on Instagram @mishedesign. 

Elise Grakowsky (she/her) is a Brooklyn based queer 
artist and graphic designer. She enjoys creating 
thought provoking and dream-like designs through 
multiple medias. More recently she is exploring 
the human experience and sense of self through 
photography and photo manipulations. You can find 
her on Instagram @elisegr.design.

Alex Hall (she/her) is a queer film writer based in 
Toronto. She is the creator of Lezzie Borden, an 
Instagram account that examines and archives 
depictions of queer women in horror. Her work 
can be found in Grim, Rue Morgue, Bloody 
Women & Certified Forgotten. Most recently, she 
has contributed a chapter to a forthcoming book 
of essays on Queer Horror. You can find her on 
Instagram at @lezzie_borden and on Twitter 
@tinyspiritzies.
 
Anni Jyn (she/her) is an illustrator, designer and 
writer based in the North of England. Her unique 
fluid style focuses on feelings, bodies and social 
issues and you can find more of her work on 
Instagram @annijyn or on her website: 
https://www.annijyn.com. 

Renée LaMie (she/her), a Halloween-born Witch, 
is a poet and rubber stamp carve artist living in 
Missoula, MT. She recently started a small goods 
and books business, Priming the Pump Publishing 

Collective, where she creates utilitarian art and 
publishes chapbooks and full-length poetry 
manuscripts. Right now she’s collaborating with 
others in the LGBTQ+ community to create monthly 
postcards. Find her on Instagram
 @friendsofdorothypoetryseries or her website 
www.primingthepumppublishing.com.
 
Elio Langfere (they/them) is a transmasc sapphic 
nonbinary artist, writer, and cat mother from 
Cambridge, UK. Follow them on Instagram 
@elioarto.

Sandra López (she/her) is a literature major, 
published writer, and journalist. Lifelong enthusiast 
of fine arts and all things dark. Actual descendent of 
one of three witches from Macbeth (the one on the 
left). Follow her on Instagram @trashcultured.

Faustina Maranan (she/her) is a queer Filipino 
artist, writer-in-progress, and aspiring activist. 
Currently, she lives in Virginia and is working 
on figuring things out. She also facilitates and 
participates in conversation groups where she aims 
to collaboratively uncover reflective questions that 
inspire actions of empathy and integrity. You will 
often find her discussing faith, death, identity and 
attraction, fun etymological origins of random 
words, and the pride and guilt in the journey of 
understanding intersectionality. Faustina loves 
wearing funky earrings, dancing madly and badly 
to ABBA songs, lipsyncing to opera arias, and 
celebrating queer life and love with her friends. 
Follow her on Instagram @3nsaymada.

Angela Masker (she/her) is a lesbian artist based in 
Phoenix, Arizona. Her work centers around self, 
memory, and personal experience, exploring these 
sentiments through surrealist and mythical imagery. 
The human body serves as a reflection of thoughts 
and emotions that she has grappled with. However, 
the subjects in her paintings are often depicted in 
ways that allow viewers to project their own story 
onto them. Each piece acts as a documentation or 
an entry in a non-verbal diary of sorts. Like pages in 
a diary, the works are small and intimate; one must 
get up close and personal to view them. Find more 
work on her Instagram: @angelamaskerart and her 
website: www.angelamasker.com.

https://www.annijyn.com/
http://www.primingthepumppublishing.com/
http://www.angelamasker.com/


Szn of the Witch

Taylor James Monét (she/her) is a California-based 
queer black artist who never limits herself when 
it comes to being creative. She is self-taught and 
is always learning something new. Follow her on 
Instagram @itstjmonet and visit her at
 www.taylorjamesmonet.com

Orphicss a French illustrator raised in Alsace, France 
where witches and folktales have been of great 
influence. Obsessively illustrating gothic tales with 
an abundance of symbolism and an overflow of 
details, Orphicss wants to create a library of obscure 
sapphic works. Orphicss fell in love with death, 
grief, monsters and ever since try to portray them in 
their work with a small sense of melancholy to bring 
people a little closer to their haunted mind. Follow 
them on Instagram @_orphicss.

Lorna Reaux (she/her) is a Latinx Scorpio moon from 
Westchester, NY. She loves all mediums of art and 
fiction writing. Follow her on Instagram @pocalabia.

Riss Regan (she/her) has explored and worked with 
many mediums throughout her life but recently 
began creating a lot of line art and digital art. This 
style allows her to emphasize and explore the 
abstraction of bodies and nature while using real 
photos that she takes or finds inspiration from, and 
then turn them into something new. Follow her on 
Instagram @rissky.studio.

Mali Rezai (she/her) is multi-disciplinary artist and 
designer from Houston, TX.  She is interested in 
creating art that touches on esoteric themes, feminine 
archetypes, and cosmic spirituality. Follow her 
@mali_rez and @the.space__between.

SJ (they/her) is a pansexual genderqueer 
photographer and roller derby coach in Orange 
County. Follow her on Instagram @picturesomething 
and @beaterpan.

Savannah (or Sav) Sobrevilla (she/her) was born 
and raised in none other than the 305. She studied 
nowhere and lives in the Lower East Side while 
daylighting as a fashion person. Her writing is exactly 
at the intersection of colorful horniness, sarcasm, 
spicy melancholy, and Spanglish. You can almost 
always find her pounding oat lattes and trying to keep 
it together.

Kay Turner (she/her) is an artist and scholar working 
across disciplines including performance, writing, 
music, and folklore. A longtime lesbian-feminist, 
Turner’s work has often centered on lesbian herstory 
and visibility. Her performance works include 
“When Gertrude Met Susan: A Literary Love 
Fest,” “Otherwise: Queer Scholarship into Song,” 
and “Lesbopalooza,” a wide-ranging lesbian variety 
show, a documentary for which screened in the 
2021 HOT! Festival at Dixon Place in NYC. Turner’s 
books include Between Us: A Legacy of Lesbian 
Love Letters and Transgressive Tales: Queering the 
Grimms. Her current writing and performance 
project What a Witch explores the witch in 
history, folklore and ritual. Since 2012 she has 
created  twelve witch pieces performed nationally and 
internationally. One of these, Before and After: What 
the Witch’s Nose Knows… was made in collaboration 
with NYC photographer Zini Lardieri (she/her). In 
2021 they have  made a limited-edition artist book 
from that project ( see photos in this issue). For 
further information and to order a copy of Before 
and After, follow Kay on Instagram (@kay__turner) 
or write to her at whatawitchproject@gmail.com.

Valerie, darling (she/her) is an author living in Los 
Angeles. You can find her via @softcorekitsch on 
Instagram.

Lyn W. (she/they) is a  tarot reader, tarot teacher, 
and life-long tarot student. Their work is centered 
on gentle, heart-centered tarot that examines real 
circumstances from new perspectives, helping 
to understand the mundane more deeply and to 
empower soul-centered decision-making. Lyn 
believes pleasure is the compass on this journey as we 
work to come home to ourselves, our bodies, and to 
one another, holding our relationships to each other 
and community as sacred. Lyn resides in unceded 
Piscataway Land commonly referred to as Baltimore, 
MD with their dog, Hank. Find more of their work 
on Instagram at @lyn.reads.tarot. N

http://www.taylorjamesmonet.com/
mailto:whatawitchproject@gmail.com
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